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Swamp XT Synthesizer (Latest)

The Swamp XT is a revolutionary new synthesizer controller created to transform your computer into an exciting new sound
creation tool and to take musical creation to exciting new heights. The Swamp XT is a monophonic synth that adds the best
sound quality to your computer and features over fifty key-controlled functions, complete with a powerful sound engine with
eight oscillators, a versatile sequencer and a host of other advanced features. Sound Engine: The Swamp XT contains eight
digitally controlled oscillators with four slide modes and a state selector for each oscillator for speed and timbre modulation. The
oscillators output can be detuned and the frequencies can be varied using 4 x 4 octave slides and the frequency can be modulated
by the state selector. The waveform can be a normal saw, a square, a triangle, a sine, a square sine, a pulse, a triangle pulse, a
triangle pulse-sine or a pulse-sine. The sound engine of the Swamp XT is a dual PCM sample based wavetable oscillator that
provides up to 31 partials which makes it possible to create sounds that use up to the 132 oscillator settings. With the wavetable
sound generator, it is possible to either add your own waveforms to the already included presets or to draw your own sounds. You
can also set the number of seconds per partial manually (5 seconds to 15 seconds or multiples thereof) or can choose an echo
effect for each part. In manual mode, the waveforms are sampled from a traditional sampler so each part is true to sample and
therefore has an identical waveform as a sample. With the additive wavetable, the user can store up to 50 predefined samples of
the timbres that are created by the included presets in a selection box. The user can activate a vertical or horizontal display with
nine sections, each containing up to 20 sample lines. The sections can be selected by the section buttons. These sections can be
used to store either the waveforms or the waves. The additive wavetable sounds like a powerful oscillator and the samples can be
edited in realtime. Just load the sample for the wave and adjust the amplitude of the sample and the mixer section. The additive
wavetable sounds can be scaled up to 32 times and down to 1/32 the original amplitude and then of course the frequency of the
partials can be varied. This enables the user to create infinite sounds with the additive wavetable. The additive wavetable sounds
can be combined with up to four different Tim 09e8f5149f
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· Oscillator 1 Super-Modulation Technology: This is the new limited oscillator and a new whole new category. - 12 preset waves
(2 waves per part). - 12 user created waves which are stored per patch - 6 parts waves stored per patch - 32 notes per part - 12
user created waves in user defined wavetable oscillator (4 waves per part) - 8 parts waves stored per patch (6 keys with 4 notes
per part) - 88 notes total - sound waves between 22Hz and 110Hz - polyphony 12 - adjustable amplitude - adjustable frequency -
adjustable resonance - adjustable delay - randomize & selectable keyboard soft-synth sound - delayed feedback via Ring
Modulation - pitch bend and coarse - 3.5 million synthesized soundwaves - pitch correction and fine - unlimited wavetable
oscillator - modulation routable through oscillator 1 and 2 - 7 different modulation routings - 3 different modulation routings for
each part - 2X(3) randomize modulation routings - 2X(3) selection of reverb types - 48 built in reverb types - tap tempo
synchronization - unlimited timbre modulations - control mesh ranging between 12.5Hz and 96.0 Hz - selectable LFOs - 6 rate
types - 24 different LFO rates - control waveform, wave panning, filtering, distoriton, pitch bend - control the timbre modulation
routings for oscillator 1 and 2 - create and modify loops and repeat loops - detect and automatically synchronized with MIDI
events - multi-output routing - 80 presets - 1x 12-bit/44.1kHz audio interface - 1x 12-bit/48kHz audio interface - 1x
16-bit/44.1kHz audio interface - 1x 16-bit/48kHz audio interface - 1x 24-bit/96kHz audio interface - 1x 32-bit/96kHz audio
interface - 1x 48-bit/192kHz audio interface - 1x 64-bit/384kHz audio interface - 1x 96-bit/768kHz audio interface - 1x
128-bit/1536kHz audio interface - MIDI In: - MIDI Out: - Midi Routing: - Ethernet: - USB: - Battery operation: - Automation

What's New In?

The synthesizers4you.com team just love their own Swamp synthesizer. It was born in our labs as a response to some challenges
which Swamps were always facing. They are from the VST4 days when even VSTs were quite un-intuitive and needed to be set
up by a stranger. The Swamp was a response to these problems and brought some really innovative and unique synthesis features
into the VST4 community. As the Swamp grew and got more and more features it became a successful tool for many years. This
does not only apply to Swamps as we tried to make it as easy as possible for others to design their own own synthesizers. That is
why we released the X-Dream platform and give you the tools to build your own Synths4you.com App. Today the Swamp was re-
designed as an all new synthesizer with a new sound interface. At least it provides the usability it had and it is actually made for
an easier usage. The spectral display is a nice feature to have and is not, like with the x-dream, just a message box with a list of
channels. And yes, it is a clear improvement. It has all features from the x-dream like one color, one channel displaying only the
channels which are selected and a summary at the bottom. Plus a lot more. With the X-Dream you have the almost full control
over every parameter so for the Swamp you just need to focus on the parameters which have a special look. Like FM, S&H,
Detune, Octave and the filter. The other parameters can be set easily from the fixed controls without having to aim at some tiny
buttons. The X-Dream focusses on unique sounds and you can go ahead and enter the 'Swamp-XT' mode where you can do
pretty much as you would like with almost unlimited creative possibilities. The sound engine is actually quite old. It was used in
the Neutron and other synthesizers from the time but with this new redesign it was more than a bit outdated. But it was time to
get it out of the way. It was all the source of its problems as it basically was written in the 90's. This is not a surprise, we can only
say that we did that with the Swamp with the intention to get the VST4 community more involved and for others to learn the
basics of synthesis. So we provided the Neutron source code to all
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System Requirements For Swamp XT Synthesizer:

-Windows 7 or higher -CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.0 GHz or higher -RAM: 2 GB -GPU: 256 MB
or higher with latest drivers -HDD: 1 GB -Internet connection Key Features: -10 true colors -Cheat Engine support (cheat mode
for all games) -32bit game support -Full game play For a free game go to: -Link
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